FLYLINE SOLAR ONGRID INVERETR
Murickens Group is an ISO 9001:2015 certified and MNRE approved manufacturer of Solar
Power generation systems and Electronic items. we always concentrating on this power
convert sun energy into electrical energy by developing some of the conversion equipment’s
like MG Solar Water Heaters, Flyline Solar Inverters, Flyline Solar DC Street Light System,
Solar UPS, Solar Lantern etc. and have already installed thousands of fully automatic smaller
and bigger solar power units all over India since 2000. As we all know Sun is the Master
Power of Energy but nobody is taking pain to think about the entire power of the Sun which
has a direct involvement in the day-to-day affairs of every living thing and to be more
precise we can convert different kinds of energy of the sunlight or sunrays for our day to day
use. we use only the most modern technology available in the world for the manufacturing
of solar power plants and arrange Ministry of New Renewable Energy (MNRE) subsidies for
the solar products.
A grid-tie inverter converts direct current (DC) generated by Solar Panel into an alternating
current (AC) suitable for injecting into an electrical power grid. On Grid inverters with their
key advantage of eliminating battery initial and recurring expenses made a fast decision to
go for ON GRID inverters. In the new scheme the individual household solar plants will give
the KSEB board the excess electricity produced from the Flyline solar plant and in return the
KSEB will pay you money. It will be possible by the installation of a new KSEB meter which
will be provided by the KSEB, when you apply for the approval of solar plants at home.
There will not be any storage in this system so no batteries. In the morning if the electricity
produced in the panels are excess the KSEB meter will reverse and take the excess electricity
to the line and if the current produced in the panel is less, the meter will provide the
current, needed by reversing the meter. Murickens Group providing on site installations and
commissioning of these units all over Kerala up to 100 KVA.
INSTALLATION PROCEEDINGS:(1) Apply for Feasibility certificate from concerned electrical section office.
(2) Installation jobs.
(3) Apply to Inspection dept. of KSEB
(4) Commissioning of the Power Plant.

